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Distinctive styling makes a Jason Knight Bowie stand out,
as evidenced by the lines of this wood-handled example.

Jason Knight’s Knives Are Built Tough and Are Built to be Used

When I first saw Jason Knight’s
knives years ago, I picked one

up, thinking, “This handle is exceptional!”
Even in a photo, the handle ergonomics

of Jason’s knives are clearly seen. Howev-
er, you have to pick up one of his knives to
appreciate how his knives meld to become
one with your hand, inviting you to use
them.
Here’s how he got started.

Fulltime ABS Maker
Jason Knight became a fulltime knife-

maker in 2001, the same year he attended
the American Bladesmith Society (ABS)
School in Old Washington, Arkansas. While
he had made knives using the stock re-
moval method, he preferred forging. He felt
this was the best way to produce the
shapes and dimensions he wanted.
Jason is best known for his Bowies and

fighters. However, he does build hunters,
camp knives, kitchen knives and one folder.
As a matter of fact, he is currently working
with another maker on developing another
folder design he can offer as part of his ex-
tensive line of custom knives. While I have
owned several different models and styles

of Jason’s knives, my favorites are his
Bowies and fighters.

Testing Plus
In addition to the knives’ ergonomics,

these knives are built to be used. Most
knifemakers talk about testing their knives;
Jason really puts his knives to the test.

In addition to cutting the standard fare of
items, Jason likes to test his knives by
chopping into moose antlers, rocks, 55-gal-
lon steel drums, bronze brazing rods and
even his wife’s outdoor refrigerator. The end
user of one of Jason’s knives should harbor
no doubt that his or her knife will be more
than adequate for the task at hand.

A triple view of a damascus Jason
Knight fighting Bowie. The

ergonomics of the handle are best
appreciated when holding one of

his knives.

The end
user of one

of Jason’s knives
should harbor
no doubt that
his or her knife
will be more
than adequate
for the task at
hand.”

By Les Robertson
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W-2 Preferred
Over the years, Jason has made knives

from a multitude of steel. He is now primar-
ily using W-2, because he feels it is the
best steel for holding an edge and its
toughness. In addition, W-2 can have pro-
duce an exceptional Hamon (temper line).
Jason prefers using 15N20 and 1095 for

his damascus. He uses stainless steel,
bronze and damascus for his guards, while
his handle materials primarily feature nat-
ural handle material.
Most of his knives feature wood handles,

although he does work with stag, ivory,
desert ironwood, curly maple and African
blackwood (his favorite, because it is a very
strong and stable wood). On occasion, he
does choose G-10 or micarta for his han-
dles.

Awarding-Winning Master
Smith
Jason is best known for his field knives,

but don’t let that fool you. In 2007, he
earned his Master Smith stamp from the
ABS. Additionally, he was awarded the
prestigious B.R. Hughes award, which is
given for the best knife submitted by a
Master Smith candidate.
The price range for Jason’s knives is

$200 to $2,000, although he is not taking
orders at this time. Nevertheless, he does
attend at least two shows a year (the Feb-
ruary Southeastern Wildlife Expo, in
Charleston, South Carolina, and the Blade
Show in Atlanta, Georgia), at which he of-
fers his knives for sale.
Visit Jason Knight’s website:

www.jasonknightknives.com. You can also
e-mail him at atjpknightknives@aol.com.
Jason’s knives are not easy to get, but they
are worth the effort it takes to find one!
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Jason makes the following types
of knives:
• Bowies
• Fighters
• Hunters
• Camp knives
• Kitchen knives
• One folder

DID YOU KNOW?

In 2007, Jason earned his Master Smith
mark from the American Bladesmiths
Society, when he also received the
B. R. Hughes award for the best knife
submitted by a Master Smith candidate.

Awards and Recognitions

One may often hear knife enthusiasts talk of a knife having a “face”—that unique styling that
allows a viewer to tell a makerʼs work from the style alone. Jason Knight has achieved that.
Take a look at the common feel of the three knives shown in this article.
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